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This paper presents the autonomous swimming technology developed for an Autonomous Underwater
Vehicle (AUV) operating in the underwater jacket structure environment. To prevent the position
divergence of the inertial navigation system constructed for the primary navigation solution for the
vehicle, we've developed kinds of marker-recognition based underwater localization methods using both
of optical and acoustic cameras. However, these two methods all require the artiﬁcial markers to be
located near to the cameras mounted on the vehicle. Therefore, in the case of the vehicle far away from
the structure where the markers are usually mounted on, we may need alternative position-aiding solution to guarantee the navigation accuracy. For this purpose, we develop a sonar image processing based
underwater localization method using a Forward Looking Sonar (FLS) mounted in front of the vehicle.
The primary purpose of this FLS is to detect the obstacles in front of the vehicle. According to the
detected obstacle(s), we apply an Occupancy Grid Map (OGM) based path planning algorithm to derive
an obstacle collision-free reference path. Experimental studies are carried out in the water tank and also
in the Pohang Yeongilman port sea environment to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
autonomous swimming technology.
© 2019 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
In the past decades, autonomous navigation has been one of the
most hot research topic in the robotics community (Laugier and
Chatila, 2007). Recently, due to the rapid development of AI technology (Russell and Norvig, 2009), quite number of car makers, as
well as leading companies in the industries such as Google, Apple,
and Uber, have presented various self-driving technologies. Since
2009, Google self-driving car has racked up 5 million self-driven
miles. However, in the case of underwater vehicles, autonomous
navigation research activities still focus on the some of basic items,
such as how to improve the localization accuracy, and how to detect
the obstacle and further to avoid it, etc. In this paper, we propose a
sonar image processing based underwater localization method and
obstacle detection and path planning method both using FLS
mounted in front of the vehicle.
In the December 2012, the Korea Institute of Robot and
Convergence (KIRO) launched a project funded by the Ministry of
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Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE) in South Korea. The main
purpose of this project is to develop an autonomous swimming
technology for an AUV operating in the underwater jacket
structure environment. For the vehicle's underwater navigation,
we've constructed a strapdown inertial navigation system
(Tittertonm and Weston, 1997; Farrell and Barth, 1998) using the
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), DVL, ARS, and depth sensor (Li
et al., 2012). And to prevent the position divergence of this hybrid
inertial navigation system, two of marker-recognition based underwater localization methods, one is using camera vision (Jung
et al., 2017) and the other one using acoustic camera (Lee et al.,
2017), have been developed for the purpose of position aiding.
In order to acquire the clear image to recognize the markers
which are usually attached on the structure(s), these two
methods all require the vehicle to approach to the markers
closely. Usually, in the sea environment around the korean
peninsula, the visibility range is less than 4 5 m, and in the case of
high turbidity such as in the western sea environment, this range
is less than 1 m. If the vehicle is far away from the structure, we
could not use the above mentioned localization methods and
might need an alternative one to guarantee the navigation accuracy. For our test-bed AUV (Li et al., 2017), there is a FLS
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(BlueView Technologies Inc., 2013) whose object detection range
can be up to 100 m, mounted in front of the vehicle. If the jacket
structure's pose (position and orientation) information is known
in priori, then we can estimate the vehicle's current navigation
error through certain sonar image processing method (Li et al.,
2017, 2018). Given current navigation result which usually includes the accumulated position error, we can estimated the
jacket structure's position and orientation relative to the sonar
head, and even further can construct a sort of virtual sonar image.
Through comparing this virtual image with the sonar raw image,
reversely we can abstract the error component in the current
navigation result. This navigation error further can be used to
correct the next step of navigation result.
As mentioned before, the primary purpose of FLS is to detect the
obstacles in real time. Given obstacle(s) sonar raw image, we can
abstract the candidate objects through a series of image processes.
And those candidates located outside of previously known structures around the vehicle (for examples, jacket structure, water tank
walls, and breakwaters in the sea environment) are considered as
the obstacles. Given detected obstacle and structure information,
we apply a sort of OGM based path planning method (Latombe,
1991; Thurn et al., 1997) to ﬁnd out a collision-free reference path
approaching to the target point.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed FLS image processing based underwater localization method and OGM based
path planning method, we carry out various experimental studies
both in the water tank environment and in the Pohang Yeongilman
port sea environment. During the sea test, we ﬁnd that the test-bed
vehicle can fully autonomously swim in and swim out of the testbed jacket structure and recognize all of 20 camera vision
markers attached on the structure.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Hybrid
inertial navigation system which is constructed as the primary
navigation tool for the vehicle is introduced in Section 2, and
sonar image processing based underwater localization method is
proposed in the following section. Series of sonar image processing based obstacle detecting method and OGM based path
planning algorithm are discussed in Section 4, and Section 5
presents the sea experimental results. Finally, a brief conclusion
is made in Section 6.

2. Hybrid inertial navigation system
An inertial navigation system combined with DVL, ARS, and
depth sensor is constructed as the primary navigation system for
out test-bed AUV, as seen in Fig. 1. Two position-aiding methods are
applied to prevent the position divergence of inertial navigation
system: one is optical camera vision based underwater localization
method (Jung et al., 2017), where the markers are attached on the
jacket structure, and the other one is an acoustic camera vision
based localization method (Lee et al., 2017) with the markers
installed on the seaﬂoor around the jacket structure.
2.1. Navigation error state equation
Constructed navigation ﬁlter state equation is as follows, which
is the same as in Li et al. (2012),

_
XðtÞ
¼ FðtÞXðtÞ þ GðtÞuðtÞ;

(1)

where X ¼ ½dl; dF; dh; dvN ; dvE ; dvD ; εN ; εE ; εD ; bax ; bay ; baz ; bp ; bq ; br T .
For all of other matrix and parameter deﬁnitions and notations,
refer to Li et al. (2012).
Compare to the previous similar work done by Lee et al. (2007),
in this paper, we do not include the bias terms in the DVL, ARS and
depth sensor outputs into the state vector X. Since lack of proper
dynamics of these bias terms in the vehicle's geodetic error dynamics, in practice, we found that it is difﬁcult to properly estimate
these bias terms using Kalman ﬁlter. Instead, the value of these
terms can be roughly pre-determined through proper careful calibrations in practice.
2.2. Navigation error measurement equation
As mentioned before, a strapdown inertial navigation system
combined with DVL, ARS, and depth sensor is constructed as the
primary navigation system. And two additional underwater localization methods, each using optical and acoustic camera visions, are
applied to provide position-aiding. Therefore, the measurements
error equations can be expressed as

Fig. 1. Hybrid INS combined with two of camera vision based position-aiding methods.
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c means the estimation value, subscript m denotes the
where ð,Þ
measurement value, superscript n; b each means the value deﬁned
in the navigation frame (NED frame) and body-ﬁxed frame, d means
state error; l and F denote longitude and latitude, and yl and yF
denote Gaussian white noises with yl ð,Þ  Nð0; Rl ð,ÞÞ and
yF ð,Þ  Nð0; RF ð,ÞÞ, with i ¼ foptical; acousticg. For more details
and other notations, refer to Li et al. (2012).
It is necessary to mention that in Eq. (6), the attitude vector 4 is
deﬁned as 4 ¼ ½f; qT instead of ½f; q; jT , and corresponding attitude error vector is taken as r ¼ ½εN ; εE T . In most of practical applications, the ARS sensors are usually surrounded by various
electric and electronics devices, and these devices are usually cause
the earth's magnetic ﬁeld distortion around the ARS after they are
powered on. Unfortunately, most of these ARS sensors are using
built-in magnetometer to aid their heading measurements, and
therefore these uncorrect heading measurement might cause critical problem for navigation ﬁlter. Under this consideration, in this
paper, the ARS heading measurement is not used in the measurement update of our navigation ﬁlter.
Consequently, the navigation error measurement equation is as
follows,

YðtÞ ¼ CðtÞXðtÞ þ HðtÞyðtÞ;
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(10)
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dt
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and yk  Nð0; Rs Þ with Rs ¼ ðHRHT Þ=dt.
At each time step, the ﬁlter is updated as follows (Lewis, 1986),
Time update
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P
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3. Sonar image processing based underwater localization
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Consider the case where the vehicle is swimming in the area
with the jacket structure located in the view range of FLS mounted
in front of the vehicle. If the structure's position and orientation
information are known in priori, then according to the vehicle's
previous step of navigation result which usually includes a sort of
accumulated error, we can construct a kind of virtual sonar image,
see Fig. 2(a). Through comparing this virtual image with the sonar
raw image as shown in Fig. 2(b), reversely, we can abstract the error
terms in the previous step of navigation result. These abstracted
error terms further can be applied to aid the vehicle's current step
of position update (Li et al., 2018). And this is the main idea of
underwater localization method proposed in this paper using sonar
image processes.
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Xkþ1 ¼ F sk Xk þ uk ;

where C sk ¼ CðtÞ and
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Discrete-time navigation ﬁlter can be constructed as follows as
in Li et al. (2012),

(4)

 yV
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3
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n
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with V nm ¼ C nb V bm . In (7), Gaussian noise
T
½yloptical ; ylacoustic ; yFoptical ; yFacoustic ; yh ; yTV ; yT4   Nð0; RÞ.

vector

y ¼

For the hybrid inertial navigation system constructed for our
test-bed vehicle, we are conﬁdent of its yaw angle estimation.
Therefore, during the images matching, we only consider the image
shifting along both of row and column directions without any of
rotation. Images matching algorithm is as follows as in Li et al.
(2017),
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Fig. 2. Two of sonar images: (a) is the constructed structure virtual image Gnm
, and (b) is the sonar raw image Grnm .
e

for ðk ¼ CN ; k  CN ; k þ þÞ
for ðl ¼ CE ; l  CE ; l þ þÞ
in the row direction with k grids; and in the
Shift Gnm
e
columne direction with l grids:
Then; calculate the correlation value between Gnm
e
and Gnm
as follows;
r
i¼n;
j¼m
X
Gnm
Gnm
Corrk;l ¼
M i;je $M i;jr
i¼1; j¼1

end
end
Search the maximum value of Corrk;l and corresponding shift
corresponding shift value ðk; lÞ:
where CN ; CE are design parameters, and Mi;j denotes the magnitude of image bright intensity for each of ði; jÞ grid.

3.2. Position aiding
Using calculated shifting value ðk;lÞ, the vehicle's current step of
position can be corrected as follows (Li et al., 2018),

xcorrect ¼ xcurrent þ k,Rres ;

(16)

ycorrect ¼ ycurrent þ l,Rres ;

(17)

where Rres is the image resolution.
In practice, while getting the sonar raw image as seen in Fig. 2(b), we usually reduce the image resolution (or increase the grid
size) in order to fast the image matching process speed.
Position measurement equation for the navigation ﬁlter is as
follows,

  
 

  
b
y
x
RN cos j0 RE sin j0
dl
x
 l
;
 correct ¼
b
ycorrect
yF
RN sin j0 RE cos j0
dF
y
(18)
where ðx; yÞ is the horizontal position in the local frame; j0 denotes
the local frame rotation angle from NED frame; RN and RE are two of
the earth radius parameters (Tittertonm and Weston, 1997);
yl  Nð0; Ryl Þ and yF  Nð0; RyF Þ where Ryl and RyF are tuning
parameters.
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4. OGM based path planning algorithm
OGM is a sort of grid map where each grid is assigned with a
unique value, which is usually calculated through certain criteria
function (Latombe, 1991; Thurn et al., 1997). In this paper, we apply
a potential function to calculate the unique value of each grid. Given
a OGM, the search algorithm for this map is simple that at each step,
among its unsearched neighboring grids, we select the one
assigned with the smallest potential value.
4.1. Obstacle detection
As mentioned before, the primary purpose of FLS mounted in
front of the test-bed vehicle is to detect the obstacle in real time.
Obstacle detection scenario is as shown in Fig. 3. At each time step,
we can get a ping of sonar raw image (BlueView Technologies Inc.,
2013), as seen in Fig. 3(a). In order to speed up the detection algorithm, or actually the map searching algorithm, we may have to
reduce the image resolution. In fact, the FLS for the test-bed vehicle
has the 2 cm of resolution. And in most of practical applications, we
do not need this kind of accuracy. In this paper, the resolution or
same as grid size is set to ﬁve times to its original one as shown in
Fig. 3(b). Using this resolution-reduced image, through proper coordinate transformation from NED frame to local navigation frame
(in this case, the local frame is a water tank environment with the
dimension of 12(L)x8(W)x6(D)m), we can get the sonar image ﬁt to
this local frame as seen in Fig. 3(c). Further using properly designed
threshold parameter, we get the ﬁltered image as Fig. 3(d). Using
this image, we apply the following search algorithm: We search the
grids group where each grid's intensity value larger than the threshold
and each grid is connected to each other. If the grids number in a group
is larger than certain design parameter, then this grids group is
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considered as an obstacle, as seen in Fig. 3(e).
It is notable that this kind of obstacle detection algorithm can be
easily applicable to other local frames where the local environmental geometric information is known in priori.

4.2. OGM construction
For a given geometric information of the vehicle's operating
environment including the artiﬁcial underwater structure's
dimension, position, and orientation, and breakwaters orientation,
etc., we can construct a 3D grids pile for this ﬁeld. The grid size can
be chosen according to the practical mission requirements. And the
map construction procedure is as follows,
 At ﬁrst, the grids which are occupied by the artiﬁcial structures
and sea ﬂoor (at this step, we assume that there is not any
obstacle detected yet) are assigned with value 1, and the
remainder of grids are all set to 0 value.
 Given the target point (or grid), all of grids with 0 value are
assigned by the unique values according to the following potential function (Li et al., 2018)

UðqÞ ¼ Uatt ðqÞ þ Ure ðqÞ ¼ catt r atp þ

n
X

crep r b
i ;

(19)

i¼1

where Uatt denotes the attractive potential and Urep is repulsive
one, rtp is the distance between current grid to the target grid and ri
means the range between current grid to the grid with the value of
1, catt ; crep ; a and b are design parameters, and n denotes the grids
number with the value of 1.

Fig. 3. Obstacle detection scenario: (a) FLS raw image, (b) resolution reduced image, (c) image transfer to the local navigation frame, (d) ﬁltered image, (e) detected obstacle.
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Fig. 4. OGM construction and path planning: (a) initial OGM construction, (b) path planning in the initial OGM, (c) obstacle avoidance.

 After all of these 0 value grids are reset by the unique values, the
initial OGM is completed as seen in Fig. 4(a).
During the OGM construction, how to select the map grid size
becomes very important in practical applications. If the grid
dimension is chosen too large, then it is difﬁcult to distinguish the
artiﬁcial structures and therefore in some cases, it would be
impossible to ﬁnd out a path even if there is one such that the
vehicle can swim through the structure. On the other hand, if grid
size is too small, then map searching time will be exponentially
increasing.
4.3. Path planning
Using constructed OGM, we can easily ﬁnd out a path
approaching to the target point by applying the following search
algorithm: At each step or grid, among its 26 neighboring grids, search
the unsearched grids, and choice the grid with the minimum of UðqÞ.
Since we use Eq. (20) to assign unique value to a grid, it is quite
possible for the vehicle to fall in a local minimum grid (Latombe,
1991; Thurn et al., 1997) while searching the grid map. In this
case, we modify the parameters catt and crep in (20) and re-search
the path. And, this process will be repeated until ﬁnd out a path
approaching to the target point.
While swimming along the searched path as seen in Fig. 4(b), if
the vehicle detect the obstacle(s), then it will reset all of these none
1 value of grids using (20), and all of grids occupied by obstacle(s)
will be assigned with 1 value. Using this updated OGM, the vehicle
will search another suboptimal path to approach to the target point
without collision with obstacle(s), see Fig. 4(c).
5. Sea experimental studies
From November in 2017 to January in 2018, we carried out a
series of tests in the Yeongilman port sea environment in the
Pohang city in South Korea to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
developed autonomous swimming technology.
5.1. Experiment setup
During the project, a small-scaled jacket structure model was
manufactured as shown in Fig. 5. At ﬁrst, this model was installed

in a water tank environment and in October 2017, moved to and
installed on the about 17 m depth of sea ﬂoor in the Pohang
Yeongilman port. There are total of 20 vision markers mounted on
the structure as seen in Fig. 5, and two of acoustic camera
markers are installed on the sea ﬂoor near the structure. After
installation of structure, two divers dived into the ﬁeld and
measured the structure's position and orientation relative to the
two orthogonal breakwaters, which are chosen as the X and Y
axes of the local navigation frame, see Fig. 5. The origin of this
local frame is located in the NED reference frame at
N : 36:048748o , E : 129:382035o , and the local frame orientation
is j ¼ 270o .
In each test, at ﬁrst, the vehicle is operated manually and oriented to parallel to one of two breakwater walls (X or Y axis in the
local frame). This operation is carried out by operator through
monitoring the FLS real time image on the surface unit. By dong so,
we can get the vehicle's rough initial heading information. This is a
sort of initial alignment of constructed inertial navigation system.
On the surface, GPS is used for position-aiding.
5.2. Autonomous swimming test
The test scenario is as follows.
 After its rough heading initialization, the vehicle will receive an
AutoSwimming_Mission_Start command from the surface unit.
At ﬁrst, the vehicle will swim away about 10 m from both of two
breakwaters on the surface. This is because there are lots of
rocks and concrete structures on the sea ﬂoor near the breakwater, and this kind of bumpy sea ﬂoor usually cause signiﬁcant
measurement noise on the DVL output and sometimes can even
cause the DVL dropout (Fairﬁeld et al., 2008). At the certain
surface point away from the breakwaters, the vehicle starts its
hybrid inertial navigation algorithm and dives into previously
set depth.
 After diving to this previously set depth, the vehicle will
swim to the point in front of the previously pointed certain
optical camera vision marker. Two of previously mentioned
acoustic camera vision markers are installed on the sea ﬂoor
near to this target point. Therefore, during this swimming to
the point in front of the camera marker, there is not any
artiﬁcial marker available for the vehicle to acquire position
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Fig. 5. Scaled jacket structure model preparation and sea test setup.

aiding. And, FLS image processing based localization method
proposed in this paper is used to provide position aiding to
the inertial navigation system so that can prevent the position's far divergence.
 In front of the previously pointed vision marker, the vehicle
will recognize the marker and get the position aiding. After
that, the vehicle will swim around and in/out of the jacket
structure and recognize a series of vision markers mounted on
the structure. The number and sequence of markers are
transmitted to the vehicle on the surface before mission start
command.
 After ﬁnishing the recognition of the given series of vision
markers, the vehicle will return to the certain end point while
keeping its depth. During this swimming, if the vehicle ﬁnd out
obstacle(s), then it will re-plan a collision-free path and swim
along this new path.
All of sensors raw data including camera video clips as well as all
algorithm results from navigation, obstacle detection, path planning, etc. are logged on the vehicle computer for the purpose of
post analysis.
5.3. Experiments result
Throughout the tests, the parameters used in the algorithm are

set as: catt ¼ 0:35;crep ¼ 8:2e  4;a ¼ 0:32;b ¼ 4. And the grid size
of OGM is chosen as 0.3  0.3  0.3 m of cube.
Fig. 6 shows the result of one of autonomous swimming test.
Here the green line indicates the path planning result and blue line
means the vehicle trajectory. Start from point A, after recognize the
total of 11 vision markers, the vehicle return to the end point. As
mentioned before, from start point to point A, proposed FLS image
processing based localization method is used for providing position
aiding. Test result shows that this kind of localization method could
provide satisfactory aiding information.
During the test shown in Fig. 6, we did not set any of obstacle. To
demonstrate the obstacle detection and path planning algorithm
presented in this paper, we carried out another test where we set a
cylinder type of structure with the dimension of 2(L)x0.4(D)m.
Obstacle detection and path planning result is shown in Fig. 7,
where red circle indicates the detected obstacle.
From Figs. 6 and 7, we can see that the vehicle's trajectory is not
quite smooth. Indeed, this is a sort of control problem. In fact, there
is a tether cable connected between the vehicle and the surface unit
such that we can monitor the vehicle motion in the water in realtime. For the convenience of cable handling, a quite number of
buoyancy balls were mounted on the cable, especially near the
terminal part connected to the vehicle. This kind of tether cable
might impose severe strain on the vehicle's pitch motion. On the
other hand, for the test-bed vehicle, there are only two vertical
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Fig. 6. Autonomous swimming test result.

Fig. 7. Obstacle detection and path planning algorithm test.

thrusters, one is on the starboard and the other one on the port side
(Li et al., 2017). All of these mechanical problems cause it difﬁcult to
stabilize the vehicle's pitch motion.
Finally, we carry out a fully autonomous swimming test. In this
case, there is not tether cable or something other ropes connected
between the vehicle and surface. This means the vehicle has to fully
autonomously swim around and carry out the mission previously
set to the vehicle on the surface. Fig. 8 shows the captured video
clips taken by the diver who follow the vehicle throughout the test.
During the test, the vehicle swims in and out of the structure and

recognizes the full of 24 vision markers in sequence.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an autonomous swimming
technology developed for an AUV operating in the complicated
underwater jacket structure environment. In case of the vehicle
being far away from the structure(s) and therefore no artiﬁcial
markers available for the vehicle to apply camera vision, a sort of
FLS image processing based localization method has been proposed

Fig. 8. Fully autonomous swimming test in the jacket structure environment.
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for position aiding to the vehicle's hybrid inertial navigation system. Also, an OGM based obstacle detection and path planning algorithm has been discussed. In the case of local minimum, we can
modify the coefﬁcients values of potential function and reconstruct
the OGM, and further re-search a path to the target point. This
process will be repeated until we ﬁnd out a path approaching to the
target point. A series of experimental studies have been carried out
in both of the water tank and the sea environment, and the test
results show the effectiveness of presented localization and path
planning algorithms.
Given the geometric information of the vehicle's operating ﬁeld,
we can construct the corresponding OGM where the 3D ﬁeld is
divided into connected grids pile and each grid is assigned an
unique value calculated through certain potential function. For the
grid size, if the size is too small, then we might need too long of
both of OGM construction and search time. In contrast, if the grid is
too large, then it might be impossible for us to ﬁnd out accurate
path for the vehicle to swim through the jacket structure. In some
cases, according to the practical mission requirement, the grid size
can be set differently in the same ﬁeld in order to optimize the
algorithm performance. How to choice the grid size in the practical
applications might be one of most interesting issues in our future
works.
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